Contextual Integrity in Practice
ABSTRACT
The theory contextual integrity defines privacy as a right to appropriate personal information flow,
rather than ‐‐ as often is claimed‐‐a right to stop flow or control it. It conceives of appropriateness as
compliance with contextual (social) informational norms, following an ages‐old idea that appropriate
flows of information not only protect individuals against shame, embarrassment, and other harms, but
also, promote core purposes and values of fundamental social domains, such as education, homelife,
political governance, healthcare, and others. As an account of privacy and its value to individuals and
social life, contextual integrity has entered the mainstream. As an account that serves practical needs,
resolving particular privacy problems encountered in technology design and government regulation,
more work is needed. In this talk, I will review key premises of contextual integrity and discuss efforts to
cover the distance between theory and practice in a world increasingly reliant on data.
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